
GRADE 4 
 
Success in the teaching and learning of mathematics is built on the cumulative understanding of the 
concepts of fluency and continuity from grade level to grade level.  
 
Instructional time should focus on three critical areas: (1) developing understanding and fluency with 
multi-digit dividends; (2) developing an understanding of fraction equivalence, addition and subtraction 
of fractions with like denominators, and multiplication of fractions by whole number; (3) understanding 
that geometric figures can be analyzed and classified based on their properties, such as having parallel 
sides, perpendicular sides, particular angle measures, and symmetry. 
 
STANDARD: 

• Numbers and Operations (Base Ten and Fractions) (4NO + DTM) 
 
Essential Questions: 

• Can you read the year that your favorite movie was made? 
• What do zeros mean in a quotient? 
• How are place value patterns repeated in numbers? 

 
CONCEPT CONTENT 
Numbers and Operations (Base Ten and 
Fractions) 

Read, clearly write and order numbers 0 to 
1,000,000 

 Read and write numbers to the thousands place 
using place value charts (*hundred thousands) 

 Compare and order decimals through hundred 
thousandths   

 Round decimals to nearest tenths and 
hundredths (*thousandths) 

 Read and write numbers in standard, word and 
expanded form 

 Represent four digit numbers using words, 
numerals, diagrams and concrete models 

 Classify prime and composite numbers 
 Understand place values to millions 
 Read and write ordinal numbers to thousandths 
 Recognize and identify fractions as a part of a 

whole using concrete material. (equal parts, 
quarters, thirds, sixths, eighths, halves and 
whole) 

 Identify proper and improper fractions and 
mixed numbers  

 Identify and define numerator and denominator 
 *Identify percent 
 Write fractional part of a region or group 
 Write a fraction for the whole number 1 
 Rename improper fractions as mixed numbers 

and rename mixed  numbers as improper 
fractions 

 Apply mixed numbers to real life situations 
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 Write fractions and mixed numbers in standard  
and word form 

 Find equivalent fractions using modeling and 
multiplication 

 Use multiplication to find common 
denominators 

 Compare fractions with common and unlike 
denominators 

 Write equivalent fractions for the whole number 
one 

 Identify a mixed number for a model 
 Rename mixed numbers for improper fractions 

and vice versa 
 Add and subtract fractions with like (CCSSM) 

and unlike denominators  
 Multiply a fraction by a whole number 

(CCSSM)  
* multiply a fraction by a fraction 

Concept Development Write a fraction or mixed number as a decimal 
or a decimal as a fraction or mixed 
number(CCSSM) 

 Compare numbers using symbols: greater than, 
less than and equal to (*fractions) 

 Write numbers in expanded notation up to 
1,000,000 

 Round numbers to the nearest tens, hundreds, 
thousands, ten thousands and millions 

 Identify Roman Numerals, 1 – 1000 
 Identify missing numbers on a number line to 

100 
 Use horizontal and vertical formats when adding 

or subtracting up to six digit numbers with and 
without regrouping  

Concept Development Use commutative and associative properties of 
addition and multiplication 

 Use inverse relationships of addition and 
subtraction in fact families 

 Understand when to use each operation in word 
problems 

 Understand meanings of factor and multiple 
(CCSSM) 

 Multiply a three or four digit number by a one 
digit number (CCSSM) 

 Multiply two and three digit numbers by a two 
digit number(CCSSM) (*by a three digit 
number) 

 Divide two, three or four digit numbers by a one 
or two digit divisor with and without a 
remainder (e.g. short division) 

 Multiply and divide by 10, 100 or 1000 
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 Write various number sentences using any of 
the four operations 

 Determine when estimation is appropriate and 
understand the usefulness of an estimate as 
distinct from an exact answer 

 Use estimation in all operations and problem 
solving 

 
STANDARDS: 

• Geometry (4G + DTM) 
• Measurement and Data (4MD + DTM) 

 
Essential Questions: 

• What is a real life example of metric measurements? 
• How can you decide whether to measure distance, weight or capacity? 

 
CONCEPT CONTENT 
Geometry Define terms: symmetry, congruence, similarity 
 Recognize symmetrical figures; identify and draw 

lines of symmetry 
Concept Development Identify, name and draw points, lines and line 

segments, angles, rays, right angles, 
perpendicular, parallel and intersecting lines 

 Use proper symbols to identify lines, rays, 
segments and angles 

 Create congruent and similar figures 
 Identify and draw commonly used polygons and 

regular polygons from 3 through 8 sides 
 Identify and classify all quadrilaterals  
 Identify solid figures (3-dimensional)  
 Identify shape and quantity of faces, edges and 

corners (vertices) of 3-dimensional figures 
 Use flips (reflections), slides (translations) and 

turns (rotations) 
 Measure angles (CCSS) 
 Compare angles to a right angle 
Measurement and Data Estimate and measure length, width, height, 

weight, area and volume using metric and 
customary units of measurement to nearest 
centimeter, meter, inch, foot, kilogram, pound, 
liter, cup (*nearest kilometer, yard, mile, pint, 
gallon, gram, ounce, ton) 

 Find area (counting squares on graph paper) and 
perimeter (using addition) of rectangles, squares 
(*Explore Pythagorean Theorem Puzzle, examples 
found at the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia) 

 Measure and compute volume using centimeter and 
inch cubic units (blocks)  Measure and compute 
whole square unit areas of objects and regions 
enclosed by geometric figures which can be 
decomposed into rectangles (CCSS) 
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 Compare temperatures on a thermometer in Celsius 
and Fahrenheit degrees 

 Measure and compute area, length, width of a 
rectangle (*triangle) using ruler or yardstick, 1 inch 
squares or 1 centimeter squares 

 Convert larger units to smaller units (CCSS) 
 Find the missing value given area and length of a 

rectangle or area and width of a rectangle 
 Utilize coordinate geometry within Quadrant I 
Concept Development (Financial Literacy) Count and make change for fractional dollar 

amounts 
                                       Financial Literacy Identify the difference between credit and debit, 

(*deposit and withdrawal) 
 Identify time on analog and digital clock to the 

nearest minute  
 Estimate elapsed time (clock, calendar) 
 
STANDARD: 

• Operations and Algebraic Thinking (4OA + DTM) 
 
Essential Questions: 

• Compare the process of composition with decomposition? 
• How does area relate to putting together a jigsaw puzzle? 

 
CONCEPT CONTENT 
Operations and Algebraic Thinking Investigate, describe and create compound patterns 

(e.g., addition with multiplication) 
Concept Development Use proper vocabulary when explaining patterns 

that repeat, grow or compress 
 Identify missing numbers in a sequence up to 

100,000 
 Investigate and describe patterns that continue 

infinitely 
 Find missing addends, subtrahends, factors, 

divisors 
 Insert correct operation sign (addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division) in vertical or horizontal 
problem 

Concept Development Represent unknown quantities with variables in 
number sentences (CCSSM) 

 Explore substituting a number value for letters 
 Explore and create input/output table and rewrite 

tables as ordered pairs (see coordinate geometry 
above) 
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STANDARD: 
• Statistics and Probability (4SP + DTM) 
 

Essential Questions: 
• How do you determine which area of central tendency should be implemented? 
• How can you use a Venn Diagram to classify quadrilaterals? 

  
CONCEPT CONTENT 
Statistics and Probability Take a survey using real life situations, tally and 

graph the results using frequency distribution tables 
Concept Development Compute measures of central tendency (mean, 

median, mode and range) 
 Create and interpret pictographs, horizontal and 

vertical bar graphs, line graphs and tables (*stem 
and leaf plots) 

 Predict and perform simple probability outcomes 
through experiments 

 Discuss low or high probability and possibility of 
various events using real life situations 

 Utilize Venn Diagrams using multiple 
classifications (e.g., classifying quadrilaterals) 
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